WEB FILTERING & FIREWALL

SERVICE BRIEF

Web Filtering & Firewall
Enterprise-level Security for Small Businesses
Protect your Network from Unsafe Web
Content
Protect your employees and network by
preventing questionable and unsafe content from
entering your IT infrastructure.
Block inappropriate website content from your
employees effectively without keeping your staff
from the sites and services they need. With
TEKTONIC's Content Filtering Solutions, you can
have precise control over the sites to which your
users can go. Group policies can keep certain
employees from accessing sites like Facebook and
YouTube, ensuring a more productive
environment, and you can completely filter out
sites that are distasteful for the work
environment. The intelligent filtering system will
automatically detect inappropriate content and
block it, so you don't need to manually enter in
banned sites. Best of all, the system has a nearly
non-existent footprint, unlike software filters that
bog down your client workstations.

software firewalls that only offer basic protection
and are often at the will of the user to decide
when to allow or disallow software to run on the
workstation). No sluggish workstations, no
nagging access requests, and as always, peace of
mind knowing your infrastructure is being
protected and managed.

“Reclaim your network with
TEKTONIC Web Filtering”

FEATURES
 Enterprise-strength Firewall Solution
 Completely Managed 24x7x365 with
Support

 Prevent Intrusions, Malware,
Worms, and Other Attacks

 Filter Inappropriate Content from
your users

Other Security Solutions






Antivirus

 Blacklist Time-Wasting Sites from
Certain Users

Anti-malware
Spam protection

Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
Backup and Disaster Recovery

BENEFITS
 Enable the first defense against malware and other attacks

 Hardware-based systems mean no

Enterprise-Level Strength Firewall for a
Fraction of the Cost
Cost-effective solutions give you the protection
you need without breaking the bank.
Add an extra layer of protection to your entire
network infrastructure by adding a secure
Firewall solution to your business. Block
unauthorized access to your computers and
network, protect data, and provide a strong first
line of defense against viruses and
malware. Hardware firewalls are a
comprehensible security solution that requires no
interaction for your end-users (unlike typical

processor-intensive workstation
clients to run

 Block inappropriate sites automatically, restricting adult content to
protect your company’s reputation

 Blacklist certain sites like Facebook
and YouTube for some while still
enabling your marketing team to
utilize them

 Comply to HIPAA standards
 Reclaim your network and protect
your infrastructure without bogging
it down!

Get Tektonic! Call Us TODAY!
416.256.9928 |
www.tek-help.com |
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